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ABSTRACT
Shuttle Vehicle-type Mini-load automated storage and retrieval systems (SVM-AS/RSs) allow for rapid
storage and retrieval, enhancing the buffering function of flexible storage and sorting operations. The
systems considered in this study consist of lightweight shuttle vehicles installed at each storage level,
storing and retrieving lifters, layer conveyors connecting lifters and shuttle vehicles, and incoming and
outgoing aisle conveyors. First, a method is demonstrated whereby it can be determined whether lifters or
shuttle vehicles are the bottlenecks in a designated system. It is then shown how simulation can be used to
precisely analyze the performance of different layouts, taking storage-location allocation rules and
operation priorities into consideration. This work shows that key performance indicators derived from the
results of such a simulation analysis are valuable tools for the selection of the most effective and economical
set of specifications for an SVM-AS/RS under given conditions of operation priorities.
1

INTRODUCTION

Modern logistics facilities are not only used for the storage of raw material, parts, and end products but also
play a buffering role that enables flexible storage and sorting prior to shipping, picking, sorting, palletizing,
or merging. Recently, Shuttle Vehicle-type Mini-load automated storage and retrieval systems (SVMAS/RSs) have been utilized in the above-mentioned fields to rapidly store and retrieve inventory buffers of
cartons, totes, and trays by group or by sequence and so to meet the customer need for faster delivery
services.
Performance analysis of an automated storage and retrieval system (AS/RS) is a complex challenge for
logistics managers operating in a dynamic logistics environment (Gaku and Takakuwa 2017). To improve
system performance, requirements for dynamic AS/RSs such as system configuration, travel time
estimation, storage assignment, dwell-point location, and request sequencing, are increasing and need to be
developed to overcome finite planning horizons (Roodbergen and Vis 2009). Simulation offers a valuable
means of modeling the performance of such a system precisely and realistically (Takakuwa 1989;
Takakuwa 1993).
Simulations are commonly used as decision-making tools for logistics operations in an effort to ensure
that continuous operations are maintained. Simulation modeling and analysis of large-scale AS/RS
operations have been the focus of numerous studies (Takakuwa 1989; Takakuwa 1994; Takakuwa 1995).
Ning et al. (2016) emphasized that simplifications are not required in simulation models of rack design in
a multi-elevator shuttle-based storage and retrieval system. A practical methodology to characterize a
dynamic system with multiple lifts and shuttles is presented to resolve the scheduling problem of lifts, i.e.,
which lift is going to handle which (storage or retrieval) request, and in which order (Carlo and Vis 2012).
Takakuwa (1993), meanwhile, conducted cost-effectiveness simulation optimization analyses on the basis
of the operational specifications of a looped-truck automated guided vehicle (AGV) system and later
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Takakuwa (1996) proposed a module-based modeling approach for generating simulation programs for a
complex and large-scale AS/RS system. Kuo et al. (2007) used a computationally efficient cycle time model
to estimate vehicle utilization of unit load AVS/RSs using autonomous vehicle technology with a view to
identifying the range of design profiles warranting more extensive simulation-based evaluation and
validation. Goozen et al. (2016) developed scheduling heuristics to assign tasks to shuttles so as to minimize
the number of out-of-sequence occurrences and maximize the throughput capacity of a full roaming-shuttle
system (FRS). An FRS is, however, generally deemed more suitable for slow-moving products in retail and
wholesale distribution centers. Throughput performance calculations are performed for an AS/RS by
implementing a variety of warehouse designs in practice considering the operating characteristics (Lerher
et al. 2015; Lerher et al. 2016). Both studies emphasized that simulation can help warehouse designers to
analyze the efficiency of a layout with regards to the kinematic properties of AS/RSs.
Many possible layouts must be evaluated and selected when designing a large-scale SVM-AS/RSs.
Numerous parameters must be decided upon, such as the specifications of the SVM-AS/RS, the number of
shuttle vehicles, and the number of incoming/outgoing lifters, taking into account the priority to be given
to different operations based on the frequency of handling items in different ways. It is essential to model
the different solutions and perform simulation experiments on a number of models so as to ensure that
continuous logistics operations are maintained. This paper goes beyond existing studies by evaluating the
efficiency and effectiveness of SVM-AS/RSs under differently designed layouts through simulations that
analyze the dynamic performance of the systems and take operation priorities into consideration. Such
simulation results can be used to aid decision-making in the selection of appropriate specifications for
complex and dynamic SVM-AS/RSs from both an efficiency and economic standpoint.
This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces the SVM-RS/AS systems with their material
flows and storage allocation rules. Section 3 describes the simulation analysis with the model logic, applied
parameters and key results, leading to a cost and efficiency comparison for alternative layouts. A summary
with conclusions is given in Section 4.
2
2.1

SHUTTLE VEHICLE-TYPE MINI-LOAD AS/RS SYSTEMS
General View of SVM-AS/RSs

A general view of the SVM-AS/RSs is shown in Figure 1. The SVM-AS/RSs considered in this study
consist of various subsystems: a shuttle vehicle installed on each level, storing and retrieving lifters, layer
conveyors connecting lifters and shuttle vehicles, and incoming and outgoing aisle conveyors. Storage and
retrieval are performed to/from the racks by lightweight shuttle vehicles that can move only in the horizontal
direction. The racks are linked to the storing and retrieving lifters by the layer conveyors. Outgoing aisle
conveyors are linked to the checking and packing area.
2.2

Operational Flow of SVM-AS/RSs

When an incoming mini-load arrives on an incoming aisle conveyor, it is transferred to a layer conveyor
by a storing lifter. If no lifter is available at that time, the item will stop and wait at the end of the incoming
aisle conveyor until a storing lifter becomes idle. Once on the layer conveyor, the mini-load moves to its
destination rack, onto which it is transferred by a lightweight shuttle vehicle. In the case of an outgoing
mini-load, the load is picked from its rack by a lightweight shuttle vehicle, travels along a layer conveyor,
and is then transferred to the outgoing aisle conveyor by a retrieving lifter.
Operation priorities are an important consideration for the efficient use of the lightweight shuttle
vehicles and storing and retrieving lifters. In general, storage operations have a higher priority than
retrieving operations. This means that incoming mini-loads are given preferential treatment over outgoing
mini-loads. Alternatively, the operations can alternate between retrieval and storage operations cyclically.
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Figure 1: A general view of the SVM-AS/RSs.
2.3

Storage Location Allocation Rules for Incoming and Outgoing Loads

The storage-location allocation rule is an essential factor to consider when aiming to provide flexible
buffering for rapid storage and sorting operations with SVM-AS/RSs. There are two general storagelocation allocation rules in SVM-AS/RSs, and which rule is appropriate depends on the relative frequency
of inbound and outbound operations. The first, the “Priority Allocation Rule,” is shown in Figure 2. This is
most appropriate when outgoing operations are carried out in a short time window. Storage locations close
to the layer conveyors are allocated and prioritized for incoming loads so as to minimize the time required
for outgoing transfer. The other option is to randomly assign storage locations from the available locations
among the various levels. This rule, known as the “Random Allocation Rule Based on Level Balance”, is
used for the purposes of this study and in the simulation experiments herein.

Figure 2: Priority allocation rule of SVM-AS/RSs.
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3
3.1

SIMULATION ANALYSIS
Problem Statement

Many parameters must be considered when designing large-scale SVM-AS/RSs. The efficiency of the
system depends on specifications such as the number and size of the system components, i.e., lightweight
shuttle vehicles, storing and retrieving lifters, layer conveyors connecting lifters and shuttle vehicles, and
incoming and outgoing aisle conveyors. These parameters must be decided before the start of operations to
ensure continuous logistics operation.
To demonstrate this process, a simulation analysis is run on a sample set of candidate SVM-AS/RSs.
There are two steps to determine appropriate SVM-AS/RS specifications via simulation analysis. The first
is to specify the overall layout. This study defines five possible layouts meeting the condition of requiring
at least 500 racks, as follows:
Type A: bank: 2, bay: 65, level: 4 = 520 (racks)
Type B: bank: 2, bay: 50, level: 5 = 500 (racks)
Type C: bank: 2, bay: 45, level: 6 = 540 (racks)
Type D: bank: 2, bay: 40, level: 7 = 560 (racks)
Type E: bank: 2, bay: 35, level: 8 = 560 (racks)
The second step is to determine the more detailed specifications of the SVM-AS/RSs. These include
the number and buffer size of incoming and outgoing layer conveyors and the number of shuttle vehicles.
A particular challenge at this stage is to determine the optimal or reasonable number of shuttle vehicles to
be stationed on each level to carry the expected number of items between the lifters and the handling racks
from both an efficiency and economic standpoint. Based on the frequency of item handling and the
operational priorities, the sample parameters listed in Table 1 are used as the experimental conditions for
the simulation experiments for the five types of SVM-AS/RS, Type A to Type E.
3.2

Simulation Logic

A simulation model of the AS/RS operations of SVM-AS/RSs was created using the Simio simulation
package (Kelton et al. 2017). This study considers two essential types of material-flow processes typically
performed by SVM-AS/RSs, i.e., incoming and outgoing, as shown in Figure 3. Each process flow contains
a sequence of activities performed by the lightweight shuttle vehicles installed on each level, storing and
retrieving lifters, layer conveyors, and incoming and outgoing aisle conveyors. The essential process flows
are identified so that the materials handling operation flows of the SVM-AS/RSs can be characterized.
In an SVM-AS/RS, both lightweight shuttle vehicles and storing and retrieving lifters must be handled
in accordance with operation priority rules. Unlike traditional AS/RSs, in SVM-AS/RSs items are held as
inventory inside the warehouse for a relatively short period of time. This study considers two general
strategies for operations priority in the simulation experiments. In one, “Storage Operations First” (SOF),
incoming mini-loads are given preferential treatment over outgoing mini-loads. Retrieving operations are,
therefore, started only once the incoming operations are finished. In the other, “Alternate Operations” (AO),
operations can alternate between retrieval and storage operations cyclically.
3.3

Simulation Parameters

Before performing simulation analyses, both the maximum number of outgoing retrieving/incoming storing
loads per hour, i.e., I (units), and the bottlenecks in accordance with the operation priority rules are
estimated by the following two equations:
For AO, 𝐼

𝑇 𝑚𝑎𝑥 2𝑎
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Table 1: Sample parameters of the SVM-AS/RSs.
Ite ms

Parame te rs
520 ( = 2 × 4 × 65
500 ( = 2 × 5 × 50
540 ( = 2 × 6 × 45
560 ( = 2 × 7 × 40
560 ( = 2 × 8 × 35
4, 5, 6, 7, 8 (units)

Racks:
Numbers of racks

Lightweight shuttle vehicles:
Velocity

(16.88 m. / sec.)

Loading time

(5.76 sec./ unit)

Unloading time

(3.51 sec./ unit)

Storing and retrieving lifters:
Numbers of storing lifters

1, 1, 1, 1, 1 (units)

Numbers of retrieving lifters

1, 1, 1, 1, 1 (units)

Velocity

(11.65 m. / sec.)

Loading time

(1.16 sec./ unit)

Unloading time

(1.05 sec./ unit)

Layer conveyors
Numbers of incoming layer conveyors
Buffer size for incoming items for each level
Numbers of outgoing layer conveyors
Buffer size for outgoing items for each level
Velocity

4,
1,
4,
2,

5,
1,
5,
2,

6,
1,
6,
2,

7,
1,
7,
2,

8
1
8
2

(units)
(units)
(units)
(units)

(14.71 m. / sec.)

Aisle conveyors
Numbers of incoming aisle conveyors
Numbers of outgoing aisle conveyors

1, 1, 1, 1, 1 (units)
1, 1, 1, 1, 1 (units)

Velocity

(40m. / sec.)

Length

5 ( m. )

Items to be handled:
Numbers of incoming items
Numbers of outgoing items

500 (units)
500 (units)

Figure 3: Operation flows of SVM-AS/RSs.
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For SOF, 𝐼

𝑇 𝑚𝑎𝑥 2𝑎

𝑏

𝑐,

(2)

where
a: one-way moving time of a storing/retrieving lifter from the base position to the halfway point (s)
b: loading time onto a lifter (s)
c: unloading time from a lifter (s)
n: number of shuttle vehicles (units)
T: operation time (e.g., 3,600 s)
x: one-way moving time of a shuttle vehicle from the base position to the halfway point (s)
y: loading time onto a shuttle vehicle (s)
z: unloading time from a shuttle vehicle (s)
Equations (1) and (2) are applied for the AO and SOF rules, respectively. The term (2a+b+c) in the
denominators of the two equations is the expected duration of one round-trip by a lifter and a shuttle vehicle
under the two operation priority rules. The term (2x+y+z) is the expected round-trip time for a shuttle
vehicle, and n units of shuttle vehicles are used for conveying both outgoing retrieving/incoming storing
loads. However, the expected overall processing time for one shuttle vehicle round-trip is different in
Equations (1) and (2). According to the AO rule, the expected overall shuttle vehicle processing time is
2(2x+y+z)/n, as shown in Equation (1). In the denominator of Equation (2), because retrieving operations
are started upon completion of incoming load storage, the expected overall processing time is (2x+y+z)/n.
According to the above two equations, the bottleneck of the AS-RS systems in this study will be either a
lifter or shuttle vehicle depending on the specification of the AS/RS system. The expected cycle time is the
denominator of Equation (1) or (2).
The times in lifter and shuttle vehicles used for both Equations (1) and (2) are measured from a real
AS-RS system via a time study. Selected sample data of the five major possible layouts are shown in Table
2, which provides insights into the bottlenecks in AS/RS systems with different design specifications.
Shuttle vehicles are the bottlenecks for type A under the SOF rule and for type A, B, and C under the AO
rule. Conversely, lifters are the bottlenecks for types B–E under the SOF rule and for types D and E under
the AO rule. The shaded cells represent the overall processing time of shuttle vehicles with different
operation priority rules where the bottlenecks are shuttle vehicles.
Table 2: Bottleneck in each AS-RS system.
Layout Type

a

Type A

0.69

Type B

0.86

Type C

1.03

Type D

1.20

Type E

1.37

3.4

b

c

x

y

z

2 ( 2x + y + z ) / n

3.59

4.04

8.07

3.93

2.91

5.82

Lifters

Shuttle Vehicles

4.27

2.34

4.68

Lifters

Shuttle Vehicles

2.11

4.61

1.93

3.86

Lifters

Lifters

1.85

4.95

1.62

3.24

Lifters

Lifters

2.64
1.05

Bottlenecks
under AO rule

( 2x + y + z ) / n

3.44

1.16

Bottlenecks
under SOF rule

2a + b + c

2.38

5.76

3.51

Shuttle Vehicles Shuttle Vehicles

Comparison of Key Performance Indicators for Alternative Layouts

Simulation is a powerful tool for analyzing the performance of a large-scale AS/RS, independent of how
large or complicated the system is. Thirty independent simulation experiments were run under each
operation priority rule for each of the layout types described in Section 3.3. Certain key performance
indicators (KPIs) were collected from the outputs of the simulation models and compared:



Total flow time for storing and retrieving operations under both SOF and AO rules
Average cycle time for both storing and retrieving operations under the SOF rule
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The above-mentioned KPIs can be used as measures of the performance of the designated system
layouts so as to evaluate the optimal specifications to be used under each operation priority rule. Figure 4
shows the 95% confidence interval on the average total flow time for storing and retrieving operations
under the AO rule in the simulations. Type C can be seen to be the most efficient of the five layout types
in this regard.
Figure 5, on the other hand, plots the 95% confidence interval of the average total flow time for storing
and retrieving operations under the SOF rule in the simulations. This shows that type B has the shortest
average flow time of the five alternatives under this rule.
Total Flow Time for Storing and
Retrieving Operations. ( sec. )

AO
6300
500目の出庫終了時間
5800 Time_下限
Total Processing
Total Processing Time_平均
5300 Time_上限
Total Processing

Type A
Type B
5866.804 3095.455
5894.077 3107.19
5921.349 3118.925

Type C
2494.486
2503.841
2513.196

Type D
2594.305
2594.305
2594.305

Type E
2790.127
2790.127
2790.127

4800
4300
3800
3300
2800
2300

Type A

Type B

Type C

Type D

Type E

Layout Type

Figure 4: 95% confidence interval on the average total flow time for storing and retrieving operations under
the AO Rule.
Storing Operation

6000

Total Flow Time for Storing and
Retrieving Operations. ( sec. )

入庫所要時間
Type A Type B
Total flow time
for storing o 5819.924 2186.83
5500
Total flow time for storing o 5832.84 2187.71
Total flow time
for storing o 5845.75 2188.58
5000

Retrieving Operation
Type C
2373.351
2373.99
2374.63

Type D
2565.718
2566.35
2566.97

Type E
2761.513
2762.38
2763.26

Type A Type B Type C
4008.31 1927.49 2102.76
4007.11 1928.15 2103.27
4005.91 1928.82 2103.78

Type D Type E
2288.93 2487.20
2289.20 2487.07
2289.46 2486.95

4500
4000
3500
3000
2500
2000
1500

Type A Type B Type C Type D Type E Type A Type B Type C Type D Type E
Layout Type of Storing Operation

← ｜ →

Layout Type of Retrieving Operation

Figure 5: 95% confidence interval on average total flow time for storing and retrieving operations under
the SOF Rule.
The cycle time for both storing and retrieving operations as obtained from the simulations is of use
when considering methods for enhancing customer satisfaction by shortening the lead time from the order
of merchandize to delivery to a customer. The results regarding cycle time for both storing and retrieving
operations under the SOF rule are shown in Figures 6 and 7. It can be seen that type B is the most efficient
of the five layout types. The variability in cycle time between the different layouts confirms that this is a
valuable performance measure for evaluating the efficiency of delivery to customers in a dynamic logistics
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environment. It can be additionally seen that Equation (2) provides a preliminary insight into the cycle time
of operations, as it gives results that are close to those of the simulation analysis: the results of the overall
processing time of lifters with SOF rules for types B through E in Table 3 are 3.93, 4.27, 4.61, and 4.95,
very close to the values seen in the simulation results in Figures 6 and Figure 7.

Cycle Time
for Storing Operations. (sec.)

18
16
14
12
10
8
6
4
2
Type A

Type B

Type C
Layout Type

Type D

Type E

Cycle Time
Cycle Time
for Storing Operations. (sec.)
for Retrieving Operations. ( sec. )

Figure 6: 95% confidence interval on cycle time for storing operations under the SOF Rule.
1812
1611
10
14
9
128
107
86
5
64
43
22

TypeAA
Type

Type
B
Type B

Type
TypeC
C
Layout Type
Type
Layout

Type
TypeDD

Type
EE
Type

Figure 7: 95% confidence interval on cycle time for retrieving operations under the SOF Rule.
3.5

Cost and Efficiency Comparison for Alternative Layouts

Having examined and analyzed the candidate SVM-AS/RS layouts, it is necessary to determine the
optimum system based on an economic analysis of the alternatives. Cost-effectiveness analysis was used
to compare the costs associated with the different system layouts considered by this study. When
performing cost comparison among alternatives, it is necessary to collect the related cost information:
sample data on (1) initial cost; (2) annual maintenance cost; (3) salvage value; (4) service life; (5) uniform
end-of-year annual cost (unacost). An annual interest rate of 10% is selected for this case. These data are
shown in Table 3.
Figure 8 shows both the total flow time for storing and retrieving operations and unacost for the
alternative layouts. From an economic standpoint, both Table 3 and Figure 8 show Type A to be the most
economical alternative. From an efficiency standpoint, however, the total flow times for Types B through
E are lower than for A. As these four types have very similar total flow times under both the AO and SOF
rules, a factorial analysis of variance was performed to better determine their relative efficiency. In this
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case, it can be concluded that the layout type does affect the total flow time for layout Type B through E;
Type C and Type B could be regarded as the most effective under the AO and SOF rules respectively.
However, in case that the difference of efficiency is small, it should be emphasized that cost-effectiveness
analysis, that is, trade-off between efficiency and cost might be applied for SVM-AS/RSs management.
Table 3: Comparisons for cost-effectiveness analysis.
Layout Type

Initial Cost ($)

Maintenance/Operating Cost ($)

Salvage Value ($)

Service Life (years)

Unacost ($)

Type A

270,000

12,900

27,000

12

51,283

Type B

315,000

14,750

31,500

12

59,530

Type C

360,000

16,600

36,000

12

67,778

Type D

405,000

18,450

40,500

12

76,025

Type E

450,000

20,300

45,000

12

84,272

under SOF Rule

Unacost ($)
85000
80000

13000
11000

75000

9000

70000

7000

65000

5000

60000

3000

55000

Unacost (sec.)

Total Flow Time (sec.)

Layout Type Unacost ($) Total Flow Time under AO Rule
Total Flow Time under SOF Rule
Total Flow Time under AO
Rule
Total Flow Time
Type A
51283.2
5894
9840
Type
B
59530.4
3107
4116
17000
Type C
67777.6
2504
4477
Type D
76024.8
2594
4856
15000
Type E
84272
2790
5249

50000

1000

Type A

Type B

Type C
Layout Type

Type D

Type E

Figure 8: Comparison between total flow time for operations and total cost.
4

CONCLUSION

This paper shows how simulation results can provide valuable support to decision-making on the design
specifications for complex and dynamic SVM-AS/RSs. First, a method for identifying whether lifters or
shuttle vehicles represent the bottleneck in different layout designs is proposed. It is then demonstrated how
simulation experiments can be performed to examine the dynamic performance of different layouts, taking
operations priority into consideration. Total flow time and the cycle time under different operation priority
rules are highlighted as tools for discriminating between different system design specifications. Efficiency
and installation and operation cost analyses can then be performed, providing an additional aid to better
decision-making regarding the layout of alternative AS/RS designs. The proposed procedure is applied to
a sample case in order to confirm its effectiveness.
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